At first glance, our ventilated products might look similar to others. But, don't be fooled by appearances. SCHULTE makes the best ventilated wire shelving available.

The Proof is in the Numbers
SCHULTE produces the strongest ventilated products with the best possible coating. We use up to 30% more steel than other ventilated systems. And the world's sturdiest patented hardware is used to support each shelf, rod and accessory. The result? SCHULTE's Lifetime Ventilated can hold up to 50% more weight than any other system.

Lifetime Ventilated products are manufactured with virtually indestructible epoxy coating, which resists cracking, chipping, peeling and discoloration for a lifetime. Our coating ensures hangers will glide smoothly, never snagging or sticking like with vinyl coating.

The Best of Both Worlds
Best of all, our Lifetime Ventilated line features all of the functionality and convenience you deserve. Open-Slide® shelving allows uninterrupted hanger movement along the entire shelf, and our Tight-Mesh design keeps smaller items upright.

You might find storage systems lower in price, but there are reasons why – less steel, inferior coating. SCHULTE's Lifetime Ventilated lives up to its name – it's built to last a lifetime.

Lifetime Ventilated shelving works as hard as you do.
The Perfect Match

Lifetime Ventilated lets you maximize every inch of space and lets you see every item clearly, making it a perfect match for every area of your home.

A Great Choice

Lifetime Ventilated lets you customize any size closet, from a large walk-in closet to a smaller reach-in. Getting organized with Lifetime Ventilated is a great choice.
Store More in Stor-Drawers

Stor-Drawers are the perfect space makers, offering dozens of space-saving solutions in the closet, pantry or hobby room.

Stor-Drawers are available in four frame heights, four-drawer widths and four-drawer depths.

Tough Guy

Because SCHULTE's Lifetime Ventilated can hold up to 50% more weight than other systems, it's rugged enough to withstand any abuse your tough guy can dish out.

Pumped Up Pantry

Ventilated shelving and Stor-Drawer components provide dozens of space-saving solutions that are precisely engineered for a lifetime of trouble-free storage.
A Double Take at Organization

SCHULTE's shelving can be mounted on both sides of floor to ceiling uprights, creating double the amount of storage space.

Love Your Linens

Lifetime Ventilated lets air circulate for true freshness.

A Clean Look at Storage

Lifetime Ventilated is a must for creating a well-organized laundry room.
Stor-Drawer System

The Frame Uprights are available in four heights: 4-Runner, 5-Runner, 7-Runner, 10-Runner, and are available in two depths: standard and mini.

The Cross bars are available in X-Narrow, Narrow, Medium and Wide.

Drawers are available in all four widths and both depths: standard and mini. Four drawer heights are available in most widths: 1-Runner, 2-Runner, 3-Runner and 4-Runner.

How to Accessorize Your Storage Solution

Mix and match these accessories for a perfect fit:

**Sliding Tie & Belt Rack**
Holds up to 36 items.

**Hang-All Rack**
Six handy hooks create instant hanging space.

**Hook On**
Eight hooks hold jackets, clothes and purses.

**Corner Shelves**
Make the most out of every inch of closet space – even the corners!

**ID Tags**
Locate what you're looking for with labels.
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